
Election Day Data Instructions  

If you're not on our Discord already, click here to join.  

Once you're on Discord, there will be a channel called #data. To give yourself 

access to the #data channel (if you do not have it already), you need to have the 

@Data_Team role. You can get that role by going to the #obtain-roles channel 

and reading the instructions there to assign yourself that role, or simply post in 

the #general channel that you would like to be assigned to @Data_Team.  

The big picture  

Most voting stations are using electronic voting machines, which allow for 

seamless data entry into Populus on an ongoing basis throughout election 

day. However, 400 series polls (buildings that have their own polling station 

will be done the ‘old fashioned’ way and require the use of bingo sheets 

which will record who has voted by marking odd each voters unique 

sequence number. 

Zone house captains will be uploading photos of their updated ‘Bingo 

Sheets’ to the #data channel. From there, you will be claiming these Bingo 

Sheets and updating them in Populus.  

Our Runners (the folks checking which of our supporters have voted at these 

polls) will be coming back periodically to zone houses with updated Bingo 

Sheets and inside scrutineer sheets where they will have crossed off those 

people/sequence numbers who have voted.   

Zone house captains will then update their ‘Bingo Sheets’ (their record of our 

supporters who have voted in the area) using the Runners’ list. Once they 

have updated their list, they will upload a photo of it to the data channel.   

This is where Team Data comes in.   

Members of Team Data will be reacting to these photos with an emoji to claim 

them (just as we have done with canvass data uploads): 

https://www.joelharden.ca/discord


 
Once you have claimed an image or file, you will be responsible for entering 

that data into  Populus. This data will be entered on the digital version of the 

corresponding Bingo Sheet on  Populus (again, much like data entry for 

canvass sheets goes into a digital canvass sheet).  

To locate and access the appropriate digital Bingo Sheet on Populus you must 

first log into  Populus, then (1) click E-Day on the top navigator, then (2) click 

Has Voted on the sub navigator, then (3) enter the corresponding Poll number 

to pull up the appropriate Bingo Sheet,  then finally (4) click the sequence 

numbers that are crossed off on the photo of the Bingo Sheet  so that the digital 

sheet matches the photo.  

Here’s what it should look like:  

 



Once the data is entered, the person pulling and re-pulling phone lists for our 

callers will have up to date data for the Phones Team and for folks at the central 

campaign office. This way we will spend less time calling supporters who have 

already voted. This is essential work to our GOTV efforts—thank you for being a 

part of it.  

In the image above ‘include’ is set to ‘all voters,’ but the list can be whittled down 

to 1s and 2s as well (by selecting 1s and 2s). The campaign is also knocking on 

some doors that are unmarked but have the GOTV tag, so this will not always do 

the trick.  

Finally, for supporters without a sequence number, you can select ‘No Sequence 

ID Entry’ using the tab on the side navigator, and click off on a list of names 

instead (see below) 

 

 

 


